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Status of this Memo

   By submitting this Internet-Draft, each author represents that any
   applicable patent or other IPR claims of which he or she is aware
   have been or will be disclosed, and any of which he or she becomes
   aware will be disclosed, in accordance with Section 6 of BCP 79.

   Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
   Task Force (IETF), its areas, and its working groups.  Note that
   other groups may also distribute working documents as Internet-
   Drafts.

   Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
   and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
   time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
   material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."

   The list of current Internet-Drafts can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/ietf/1id-abstracts.txt.

   The list of Internet-Draft Shadow Directories can be accessed at
http://www.ietf.org/shadow.html.

   This Internet-Draft will expire on November 15, 2008.

Abstract

   A strawman proposal is made to reduce public-facing TCP port use with
   large Network Address and Port Translators (NAPTs).  This proposal
   attempts to preserve emergent NAT traversal techniques.  It is
   anticipated that large NAPTs will be used for NAT64.

   This document describes a strawman proposal for discussion on the
   BEHAVE mailing list, <https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/behave>.
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1.  Introduction

   With large NAPTs, it is desirable to re-use public TCP ports in order
   to conserve IPv4 address space [Iljitsch].  This paper describes
   three mechanisms to accomplish this goal for TCP.

   UDP is not considered in this paper, as the primary goal of port re-
   use is for TCP applications.

2.  Notational Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Algorithms

   This document proposes three algorithms with increasing level of
   complexity.  ALGO-1 works for TCP client/server applications (e.g.,
   HTTP, SMTP, IMAP), ALGO-2 works for TCP peer-to-peer applications
   that use emergent NAT traversal techniques such as UNSAF [RFC3424]
   mechanisms to learn their public TCP port.  The most advanced
   algorithm, ALGO-3, reuses public TCP ports for client/server
   applications while also allowing UNSAF applications to function.  All
   three algorithms are presented in this paper to discuss the
   incremental improvements.

   With all algorithms proposed below, a new TCP connection from an
   internal host cannot re-use the same public TCP source port and
   address to the same remote destination port and address (i.e., you
   cannot use the same 5-tuple for a new connection).

3.1.  Algorithm for client/server applications (ALGO-1)

   Upon seeing a new TCP SYN from the internal interface, the NAPT shall
   choose a public TCP ephemeral port that is not already used (this is
   today's REQ-1 in [I-D.ietf-behave-tcp]).

   ALGO-1:  If all of the public TCP ports are used, the NAPT shall
   choose a TCP port that is already used.  It may select any port that
   has completed its TCP handshake.  Once selected, that port cannot be
   chosen for additional TCP port re-use until it, too, has completed
   its TCP handshake.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3424
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   Thus, the following situation could occur if the TCP handshake
   between H1 and H2 had completed, and then H1 needed another TCP
   connection with host H3:

                          +----+(16.1.1.1,5000)    (163.1.1.1, 2000)
   +--+(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |    +------------------------------------H2
   |  |-------------------+    |
   |H1|                   |NAPT|
   |  |(10.1.1.1, 40000)  |    |
   |  +-------------------+    |(16.1.1.1,5000)      (23.1.1.1,8000)
   +--+                   |    +------------------------------------H3
                          +----+

                  Figure 1: Same Source TCP Port on NAPT

   ALGO-1 should work very well for client/server applications and
   provides the desired port overloading.

   A drawback of ALGO-1 is that it violates REQ-1 of
   [I-D.ietf-behave-tcp].  This is because between the time the host
   performs UNSAF and learns its IP address and TCP port, the NAPT might
   re-use that public TCP port for another host (or application running
   on the same host) to re-use that same public TCP port.  If the NAPT
   re-uses the TCP port with an UNSAF application (which expects an
   incoming TCP connection), an incoming TCP connection cannot be sent
   to the correct internal host -- thus breaking UNSAF.  However, this
   can be improved upon with ALGO-2, below.

3.2.  Algorithm for Peer-to-Peer Applications (ALGO-2)

   Peer-to-peer TCP applications require a host, behind a NAPT, to
   listen for and respond to incoming TCP connections.  In order to do
   so, many of these applications utilize UPnP or NAT-PMP to cause their
   IPv4 NAPT to forward incoming TCP connections to the host.  After
   learning the public IPv4 and TCP port via UPnP or NAT-PMP, that
   information is communicated to other hosts participating in the peer-
   to-peer network.  Because UPnP and NAT-PMP both utilize broadcast or
   multicast packets, and do not support nested NAPTs, they are not
   suitable for use by an ISP's NAPT.

   For these reasons, it is anticipated that peer-to-peer TCP
   applications will migrate to using an UNSAF [RFC3424] technique
   (e.g., STUN [I-D.ietf-behave-rfc3489bis]).  A host using an UNSAF
   technique learns its public IP address and TCP port and then tries to
   cause the NAPT to re-use that learned public IP address and TCP port
   for a subsequent connection to a different host (REQ-1 of
   [I-D.ietf-behave-tcp]).  In order to cause the NAT to re-use the same
   public port for a new TCP connection, the host re-uses the same local

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3424
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   TCP port for the connection to the different host.  The NAPT can take
   advantage of this characteristic of UNSAF applications to determine
   if the port can be re-used.

   ALGO-2 requires TCP UNSAF applications signal they are using UNSAF
   (often they do this as a matter of their normal operation), and a
   change to the NAPT:

   o  TCP UNSAF applications need signal the NAPT that they are TCP
      UNSAF applications.  Such TCP UNSAF implementations would need to
      make two connections from its same source TCP port to two
      different hosts, and make that connection within a finite length
      of time -- such as 30 seconds.

         (The first host is the host running the UNSAF protocol (e.g.,
         the STUN server); the second host is any other host on the
         Internet (e.g., a remote host on the Internet, or NAPT's own
         public IP address, or even just a sink-hole IP address).

   o  30 seconds after the TCP connection is established, one of two
      things would have occurred:

      *  The host has re-used its internal TCP port for a connection to
         a different remote host.  This indicates the host is using an
         UNSAF mechanism, and the NAT needs to conform to REQ-1 of
         [I-D.ietf-behave-tcp] for this connection, or;

      *  The host has not re-used its internal TCP port for a connection
         to a different remote host.  This indicates the NAPT can re-use
         the public TCP port for another connection.

   This means short-lived connections (such as HTTP/1.0 connections)
   would receive less direct benefit from this p2p-friendly port-reuse
   scheme (but see , below).  Longer lived client/server connections
   (e.g., IMAP, HTTP/1.1 with keepalive) would not trigger the p2p-
   friendliness described in this section and would reuse public TCP
   ports after the ~30 second wait to decide if the internal host was
   using UNSAF.
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   Thus, with ALGO-2 if the TCP handshake between H1 and H2 had
   completed and (within 30 seconds) H1 uses the same source port
   (30000) when making a connection within 30 seconds to H3, the NAPT
   will allocate the same external TCP port (5000):

                          +-----+(16.1.1.1,5000)   (163.1.1.1, 2000)
   +--+(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |    +------------------------------------H2
   |  |-------------------+    |
   |H1|                   |NAPT|
   |  |(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |    |
   |  +-------------------+    |(16.1.1.1,5000)      (23.1.1.1,8000)
   +--+                   |    +------------------------------------H3
                          +----+

                  Figure 2: Same Source TCP Port on Host

   When another host, H4, connects, the TCP SYN is forwarded to H1:

                          +----+(16.1.1.1,5000)    (163.1.1.1, 2000)
   +--+(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |    +------------------------------------H2
   |  |-------------------+    |
   |H1|                   |NAPT|
   |  |(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |    |
   |  +<------------------+    |(16.1.1.1,5000)      (25.1.1.1,9000)
   +--+                   |    +<-----------------------------------H4
                          +----+

                     Figure 3: Incoming TCP connection

   Cleanup:  The NAPT can re-use the public TCP port once the TCP
   session has been torn down (TCP RST, FIN, or other similar shutdown
   indicator) and TIME_WAIT seconds have elapsed.

   A drawback to ALGO-2 is that a specific port cannot be re-used until
   ~30 seconds have elapsed.  By that time, some applications will have
   finished their TCP connection (e.g., short-lived HTTP connections).
   However, this can be improved upon with ALGO-3.

3.3.  Algorithm for Client/Server and Peer-to-Peer (ALGO-3)

   The final algorithm provides peer-to-peer friendliness while also
   providing better TCP port re-use -- when viewed at a system level.
   That is, with multiple TCP connections from multiple applications on
   multiple hosts, there is a good re-use of TCP ports.  This is because
   multiple longer-lived TCP connections are allowed to persist on a
   specific port, and new connections are allowed to also re-use that
   same port.  Once a connection has lived for its 30 seconds on a port,
   a new connection is allowed to re-use that same port.
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   The following algorithm further modifies ALGO-1's port selection to
   re-use TCP ports that are not needed by an UNSAF application.

   ALGO-3:  If a host has not re-used its internal TCP source port for a
   TCP connection within 30 seconds, the NAPT should prefer to re-use
   that public TCP port for the next TCP connection.

      Discussion:  After 30 seconds the NAPT knows the connections are
      client/server TCP connections because the internal host has not
      re-used the source TCP port.  If the host does re-use its source
      TCP port, the NAPT MUST forward all incoming TCP connection
      requests to that host.

   In this way, once a connection has been alive for 30 seconds and the
   host has demonstrated it doesn't need to an accept incoming
   connection (that is, the host has not exhibited characteristics of an
   UNSAF application), that public TCP port can be re-used by another
   (new) TCP connection.

   The following figure shows H5 has established two TCP connections
   with two different servers (H6, H7), which the NAPT happened to place
   on the same public TCP port, 5000.  This happened because the first
   connection had already persisted for 30 seconds and the NAPT decided
   it could re-use that port for another TCP connection.  Then, after
   the second TCP connection had persisted for 30 seconds, H8
   established a connection to yet another host and the NAPT decided to
   re-use port 5000 again.  However, H8 is using UNSAF -- which the NAPT
   noticed because H8 connected to another host within 30 seconds using
   its same source TCP port (40000) [that connection is not shown in the
   diagram].  Thus, because of this, the NAPT will not re-use this
   public TCP port for another connection but instead forwards all
   incoming TCP connections (TCP SYNs) to port 40000 on H8.

                          +-----+
   +--+(10.1.1.1, 30000)  |     |(16.1.1.1,5000)    (163.1.1.1,80)
   |  +------------------>+-----+---------------------------------> H6
   |H5|                   |     |
   |  |(10.1.1.1, 32222)  |     |(16.1.1.1,5000)    (164.2.2.2,80)
   +--+------------------>+-----+---------------------------------> H7
                          |     |
   +--+(10.1.1.2, 40000)  |     |(16.1.1.1,5000)  (163.1.1.1,2000)
   |  |-------------------+-----+---------------------------------> H9
   |H8|                   |NAPT |
   |  |(10.1.1.2, 40000)  |     |(16.1.1.1,5000)    (23.1.1.1,8000)
   |  +<------------------+-----+<--------------------------------- H10
   +--+                   +-----+

                 Figure 4: Client/Server and Peer-to-Peer
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   Cleanup:  If a port was used by an UNSAF application, the NAPT can
   re-use that public TCP port once the UNSAF application has stopped
   (TCP RST, FIN, or other similar shutdown indication), and TIME_WAIT
   for the UNSAF application has elapsed.

4.  Security Considerations

   sTBD.

5.  IANA Considerations

   There are no IANA considerations for this document.
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